. The expression of LINC00263 in ADC and lung cancer cells and the detection of LINC00263 over-expression or knockdown efficient. a the expression of LINC00263 from ADC patient normal tissues in males and females. Data from the TCGA database. b the expression of LINC00263 is higher in 69 male patients than 44 female patients (P=0.0167). Data from the GEO database (GSE50081). c RT-qPCR analysis was conducted to detect the level of LINC00263 in HBE, BEAS-2B, H1299, H358, H520, PC9 and A549 cell lines. d, e A RT-qPCR analysis was conducted to detect the level of LINC00263 in A549 (d) and PC9 (e) cells stably Supplementary Table. 1 GEO datasets used for research Series Platform PMID Relative Supplementary Figure  GSE14407  GPL570  20040092  Figure5s, Figure6a  GSE119087  GPL570  31091168  Figure6c  GSE11352  GPL570  17542648  Figure6d  GSE11428  GPL570  19632176  Figure6e  GSE7868  GPL570  17679089  Figure6f  GSE6364  GPL570  17510236  Figure6i  GSE11622  GPL570  18578861  Figure6j  GSE22600  GPL570  20959477  Figure6k, 6l  GSE26459  GPL570  21233418  Figure6m, 6n  GSE50081 GPL570 24305008 
